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ABSTRACT

Naming is an important issue in any programming system, especially when the system spans multiple computers. We present a model that describes names and Dame resolution in distributed systems, in which we view names to be purely syntactic entities, and name resolution to be a syntaxdriven operation. We use the model to formally define familiar concepts and terminology involved
in naming. We also describe the role of name servers in name resolution. Examples from computer
mail, a distributed application that uses many forms of names, illustrate our model.
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I. lNTRODUcrrON
A significant characteristic of any computing system is the way in which objects in the system
are named. The mapping of names into the objects they represent is the responsibility of the
computing system's name resolution mechnnism. Because the naming mechanism supports references
to objects, it directly influences both the ease with which users refer to objects, and the degree of
object sharing allowed in the system.

Names in programming languages and operating systems are well understood. For example,
Johnston [JOHN71] defines the cOntour model for resolving names in Algol-like languages. Daley
and Dennis [DALE68], Fabry [FABR74], Denning [DENN70], Henderson [HEND75], and Ritcbe
and Thompson [RITC74J describe various paradigms for referencing and sharing segments and files
in operating systems. In this paper, we present a model for discussing names and name resolution
in distributed systems.
Although DO precise definition of distributed systems exists, they can be characterized as
consisting of multiple processing components that are physically distributed and therefore must
interact through a communication network. In addition, a set of services unifies the distributed
system and provides access to the resources comprising the system [ECKH78, ENSL78, LELA81].
In practice, distributed systems range from tightly coupled distributed operating systems, to very
loosely coupled mail systems.
For example. Distributed Operating Systems (DOS), such as LOCUS [WALK83}, Accent
[RASH81], TILDE [COME84], EDEN [ALME83], and the V-System [CHER83], consist of a
collection of computers connected by a local area network. The DOS provides users of the system
with access to the same types of objects as centralized operating systems: files, compilers, printers,
etc. Users identify objects as though they are local, even if they are implemented on remote
computers; the DOS hides the distributed nature of the environment by providing transparent
access to the component resources.
On a larger scale, XEROX interconnects individual local area networks to form an internet.
Users work on workstations connected to the internet, and request services from server processors
that are also connected to the internet. GRAPEVINE [BIRR82]. for example, provides a mechanism
for users to send messages to each other by implementing a message service and a registration
service. Users register themselves with a certain registry. Programs running on behalf of message
senders access the registration service to locate a message server willing to accept the message for
the recipient. Users identify each other for the purpose of sending mail with names of the form
F.R, where R identifies a registry, and F denotes a user that is registered at that registry.
Even though the distributed system supported by XEROX is physically larger than than those
that implement DOS, it is still under the auspices of a single authority. The DARPA Internet is an
example of a distributed system in which the component processors have a larger degree of
autonomy. In the DARPA Internet, the primary shared resource is the computer, called a host. Users
may remody log into a 'bost via the TELNET protocol, access files on a remote host with the FTP"
protocol, and send mail to a user on a remote host indirectly through the SMTP protocol. (See
[REYN84] for DARPA Internet protocols.) Hosts in the DARPA Internet are currently have names of
the form host 1. The domain-name project [MOCK83], however, is replacing flat names with a
hierarchical scheme. For example, host! might be known as host 1. arrycity . aJ1)'state. ~sa in the
domain-name system.
While processors in many distributed systems cooperate so all resources in the system can be
accessed by all users in the system, processors in computer mail systems only cooperate to the
degree necessary to exchange mail. That is, the only namable resource is the computer mailbox.
The computer mail transport system consists of a confederation of interconnected delivery systems.
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Users on a single computer system share a local mail delivery system [SHOE79}. If computer
systems communicate through shared protocols they may cooperate to form a network -wide
delivery system [pOST82]. When computer systems are connected to more tban one network,
network delivery systems overlap to form a global mail system [ALLM83}.
On networks like the DARPA Internet [POST821. mailbox addresses contain information
identifying a user on a specific host. For example, a sender might identify John Doe, a computer
scientist at the National Laboratory, as j:xd@nlabs, where jxd is John Doe's login identifier, and
nlobs is the official DARPA bost name for the computer he uses. On networks like VUCP [NOWl80].
however, the mailbox address must specify all the intermediate computers through which the
message must travel to reach the destination computer. For example, if the sender's computer is
connected to a computer named host1, which is connected to another computer named host 1,
which is in tum connected to to nlOOs, the sender might specify John Doe's UUCP mailbox address
as host 1!host2!nlab.r !jxd. UUCP style addresses are called source-rouJe addresses [SUNS77] because
they specify a route through the network from the source computer to the destination computer.
Finally. when the recipient's mailbox exists on a remote network, the address must identify tbe
bridges (Le. hosts that connect network mail systems), that the message needs to cross. For
example, if we consider nlabs to be a mail bridge between the UUCP and DARPA Internet networks,
and John Smith is a user with login identifier jxs on the DARPA host stateu, then the sender in the
previous example might address John Smith at State University as host 1!host2!nlabs !jxs@stateu.
Because users identify each other with a mailbox address, networks often provide
name servers (also called white-pages directories). that translate information about a person (e.g.
name, place of employment. etc.), into a corresponding mailbox address. For example the DARPA

Internet provides a white-pages directory called NICNAME [PICK79]. The CSNET name server
provides a similar service [SOL082, DENN81]. A naming scheme developed by the IFIP Working
Group 65 combines name servers and the mail seIVice by replacing mailbox addresses with
human-oriented names [CUNN82].
In the rest of this paper. we investigate issues involved in naming and name resolution in
distributed systems. First, we review existing models for names in Section 2. Next, we define the
underlying components of a distributed system in Section 3, and we present a new model for name
resolution in Sections 4 and 5. Finally. we present a conceptual discussion of our naming model in
Section 6, and we investigate the role of name servers in Section 7.

A fin:al note. Examples from computer mail illustrate our model. Using computer mail allows
us to give concrete examples for a single, intuitively obvious, object type. In addition, mail contains
a rich set of names. which unlike many low-level names, are easily readable.

2. RELATED WORK

Because naming is a fundamental issue in distributed systems, it is important to understand
the underlying principles. Existing"work ·oil nar.illng point to four basic ideas: (1) multiple levels of
names exist for objects. where high-level names are mapped into low-level names; (2) there exist
various kinds of names, such as hierarchical, absolute and relative; (3) names contain information
used to locate objects on remote computers; and (4) naming systems are implemented by name
servers.
Specifically, Watson [VIATS81b] describes naming with a general model in which the
identifier for an object is mapped into a lower level identifier for the object. as illustrated in Figure

1. Subsequent mappings eventually yield the object itself. Watson also describes a specific naming
scheme that involves both high-level human-readable identifiers, and low-level identifiers that
specify objects' locations.
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Figure 1
Multi·Level Mapping of Identifiers to Objects
In another model, Sboch [SHOC78] makes a distinction between the nature of different
levels by suggesting that

The name of a resource indicates what we seek,
an address indicates wbere it is,
and a rome tells us how to get there.

For example, in a DOS, the named resource might be a file, the address is the current location of
the file in the distributed system, and the foute is the sequence of network connections through
which a request must travel to reach the file.
Oppen and Dalal [OPPE81] construct a naming model that describes how clients refer to
objects. They represent each client and object in the distributed system by exactly one vertex in a
directed graph. If vertex u has an outgoing edge labelled i. then uri] denotes the vertex at the end
of the edge. In addition, if uri}] ... [ik ] = v then i} > ... > il; denotes a path from u to v. The

model characterizes the nature of various types of names. For example, a graph consisting of
labelled vertices but no edges models absolute names, where the unique label of each vertex
corresponds to the object's name. Similarly, a graph with unIabeUed vertices but labelled edges
represents relative names. The distinguishing name of an object is then given by a sequence of edge
labels. Furthermore, if the graph is partitioned into subgraphs, an object is named by a
combination of the subgraph name and the vertex label, and hierarchical names result.
Based on their abstract model, Oppen and Dalal describe the Clearinghouse name server that
implements a universal name resolution service. The Clearinghouse provides a coherent naming
system that supports uniform and transparent access to all objects, independent of the object's type.
It resolves names for objects into information that the client uses to access the object (Le. the
address of the object's manager).
A significant characteristic of the Clearinghouse, is that although the n<:..m.e server database is
distributed, the name server is logically centralized. Cheriton and Mann [CHER84], describe an
alternative approach to naming in a distributed system, in which the name server service is logically
distributed across the seevers for a given object. In their model, the name of an object is resolvable
by the server that implements the object. The approach uses a centralized name server only when
absolutely necessary to locate the server that completes the name resolution. Terry [TERR84]
presents a general model for analyzing the name server mechanism for a given naming convention.
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Finally, in work on the IFfP directory service for computer mail, Sirbu and Sutherland
[SIRB84] define two methods of accessing directories (Le. name servers). In the fin;t approach,
called direct access. a client that wishes to translate a name is responsible for directly accessing all
necessary directories; if one directory is unable to completely resolve the name, the client must
contact additional directories. In contrast, if the directory assumes the burden of accessing
additional directories for the client, then the system supports indirecl access.
In addition, Sirbu and Sutberland discuss tbe relationship between resolving tbe Dame of a
message recipient, and delivering tbe message. In the absolute approach, the recipient's name is

completely resolved into tbe address of a mailbox, and the message is then delivered to that
mailbox, while in the incremental method. the message is moved towards the destination in
conjunction with name resolution.

3. FRAMEWORK FOR DISCUSSION

This section establishes an intuitive understanding of the fundamental components of a
distributed system. and formally defines the terminology needed in later sections_ It also presents a
notational foundation for naming in distributed systems, and describes an example distributed
system for computer mail.

3.1 Fundamental Components of

B

Distributed System.

We conceptually view the underlying distributed system in terms of an object model
[JONE78J, in which the system is said to consist of a collection of objects, denoted o. An object is
either a physical resource (e.g. a disk or a processor), or an abstract resource (e.g. a file or a
process). Objects are further characterized as being either passive or active, where passive objects
correspond to stored data, and active objects correspond to processes that act upon passive
resources. For the purpose of our discussion, we use the term object to denote only passive Objects,
and we treat the behavior of processes separately. The objects in a distributed system are
partitioned into types, Associated with each object type is a manager that implements the object
type, and presents clients throughout the distributed system with an interface to the Object. The
interface is defined by the set of operaJions that may be applied to the object.
Because clients and managers that invoke and implement operations are physically
implemented in terms of a set of cooperating processes, they can be described by models of
distributed processing and concurrent programming (e.g. remote procedure calls (RPC), and ir.terprocess convnunication (IPC) [BIRR&3, WATS81aD. However, because we are not concerned with
process synchronization and data protection in this chapter, we do not limit our view of distributed
systems to either the RPC or the IPC approach. Instead. we think of all the processing involved in
carrying out an operation on behalf of a client as a single computaJion that encompasses both the
work involved in- actually performing the operation, as well as the overhead incurred by the system
in locating the manager and identifying the object. Furthermore, we view all of the processors that
comprise a distributed system as forming a single virtual processor, and we think of a computation
as being implemented in terms of a single process, called an opera/ion -process, that runs on the
virtual processor. We now consider the distributed nature of objects in the distributed system.
First, we view a distributed system as being composed of a finite set of environments. denoted
E, where an environment defines the subset of objects currently available or accessible to a

computation (i.e. 0 is partitioned across E). Although no inherent relationship exists between
environments and physical processors, a single physical processor and the locally implemented
objects could be represented by a single environment. If we view environments as corresponding to
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address spaces, then several environments would be associated with a single processor. An
operation-process executes in a single environment at any given time. In other words, we view a
computation as being defined by an operation·process and the set of objects accessible to that
operation-process, where we let E E E denote the environment in which a given operation-pocess
currently executes. Also, we ignore the possibility of operation-processes interfering with each
other.

Second, the environments in the system are connected by a set of directed links. denoted L.
such that an operation-process is allowed to move from its current environment to a new
environment, if and only if a link leads from the current environment to the new environment. We
visualize the relationship between environments and Links with a directed grapb, denoted
D = (E, L), where the vertices of D correspond to the environments in the system, and the edges
represent links tha connect environments. Because links do not necessarily exist between all
environments in the distributed system, we also define a path from one environment to another to
be a sequence of one or more links passing through zero or more intermediate environments.
Figure 2 schematically depicts a distributed system, where the vertex containing e marks the
current environment of some computation.

Figure 2
Schematic View of a Distributed System
Thus, instead of viewing a distributed system in terms of the physically distinct processors, we
think of a distributed system as containing a set of environments and a single virtual processor,
and we view the computation encompassing an operation as a single process that moves from
environment to environment over links, thereby gaining access needed objects. When a client
invokes an operation on an object, it in effect initiates an operation-process that executes in some
starting environment, while the manager completes the operation-process by performing the
operation on the object i!J, a possibly r~mote environment.

3.2 Naming
Now consider how clients reference objects. Informally, an object is identified with a name.
where a name is a string composed of a set of symbols chosen from a finite alphaber. Formally, we
define the general form of names used to identify objects with a language over the alphabet !,
denoted N, which we express in terms of the following regular expression
R = "," A +('"+A +)"","
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such tbat A and !J. are disjoint subsets of 2. The set of strings in A + are called simple no.mes. and
the set of strings in I:J. + are called delimiters. where we consider simple names and delimiters to be
tokens. In addition, a name that contains more than one simple name is said to be a
compound name. (Note that a name may be preceded or followed by a delimiter.) Thus, a name in
N is a sequence of one or m~re simple names separated by delimiters.

For example, the compound name hosll!user@host2 consists of the five tokens "IWS11". "! ",
"user", "@", and "host2", where "user" is the second simple name component. Throughout the
paper, we let 11 represent an arbitrary Dame in N, and we let v.. denote a simple name in A +. In
addition, we represent the empty string as A.
We think of N as being partitioned into three sets: a set of names that are assumed to be
resolvable. a set of unresolved names, and a set of unresolvable names. We assume that the set of
resolvable names, denoted n ~ N, do not require any further interpretation, and that the manager
for each object type is able access the appropriate object given its resolvable name. Thus, if we let
wEn denote a resolvable name for object 0 EO, such that 0 is implemented in environment
e EE , then we say that w is resolvable and understood in environment e. Furthermore, we say that
a client identifies an object with an arbitrary name in N.

Finally, the distributed system provides a name resolution mechanism that translates the
arbitrary name specified by the client into a resolvable name that the manager understands. The
mechanism also moves the operation-process from the initial environment to the environment in
which the object is defined. For example, if a client identifies object 0 with an unresolved name l'
while executing in environment eclient' such that 0 is implemented in e manD8er and w is a resolvable
name for 0 in emDJltZg e1" then the name resolution mecbanism translates v into w and moves tbe
operation-process from ec1ienr to e11U17U1ger •
We discuss the translation of arbitrary names into resolvable names in Section 4, while we
describe the movement of operation-processes from an initial envir-::>nment to the environment that
implements the object in Section 5.

3.3 Example

From the user's perspective, a distributed system provides a set of services tbat are
implemented in terms of tbe objects defined in the system. That is, a service is defined by a
user iTIJerfat:e that provides users with a set of commands. Each command is in turn implemented
by a set of operations that are performed on objects in the system. Thus, when the user invokes a
command, the user interface becomes a client of some object manager in the system.
We now consider the computer mail service that provides users with the ability to exchange
and archive memos. (We use this example throughout this paper to demonstrate our model.)
Specifically, the service supports commands to view, send, save, and delete messages, wbere the
commands are implemented in terms of two principle objects: mailboxes and files.
The mailbox manager supportS append and retrieve operations. Because mailboxes are
implemented by file objects (where the file manager supports read and write operations), and a file
system is associated with each computing system, we think. of each computer in a mail system as
corresponding to an environment. That is, each environment contains objects corresponding to the
files in a computer's file system, as well as the mailboxes implemented in chat file system. In
addition, the network connections in the global mail system corresponds [0 links.
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Finally, the work carried out by the hierarchy of mailers described in Section 1 corresponds
roughly to the single operation-process associated with the append operation (we call it the
delivery-process). That is, when the user instructs the user interface to send a message to a
recipient, the interface becomes a client running in the sender's environment. The mail system's
name resolution mechanism then resolves the mailbox name of the recipient, and causes the
delivery-process to move toward the environment in which the mailbox manager implements the
recipient's mailbox.

4. NAME RESOLUTION MODEL
In this and the next section, we present a model for name resolution that extend Saltzer's
model of names in operating systems [SALT78] and computer networks [SALT82]; we focus on the
resolution of arbitrary names for objects into resolvable names for objects in this section, and we
discuss tbe movement of operation-processes in tbe next section.

We define 4J to be a partial function that performs the mapping

<1>: N
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II

Our model does not distinguish between "names" and "addresses" as defined by Shoch. Instead, it
treats various ways of identifying an object as different forms of names, and it describes the
bindings between forms in a hierarcby. At each level in the hierarchy, names are defined by a
uniform set of rules; we assume that there exists a single name resolution function to interpret a
name, given a representation of the name and the set of rules for a level. In other words, we view
names as purely syntactic entities, and we think of name resolution as a syntax-driven operation.
Informally, 4J is defined by three components: a finite set of contexts, each of whicb defines
an interpretation of a set of names, a universal function that resolves names relative to an
interpretation, and a mechanism that defines the closure of a name and a context. Because we
view all names as being resolved relative to a given context, we say that a context and a name pair
form a qualified name. To translate an unresolved name into a resolvable name, 4J first forms a
qualified name from the given name and a selected context, where tbe closure mechanism selects
the initial context based upon the current ~a1e of the operation-process that invoked 4J. The
universal resolution function then translates the initial qualified name into a resolvable name by
successively interpretting a name according to a context, where a context interprets a name to be
either another qualified name or a resolvable name, (Le. given an arbitrary name as an argument,
a context either returns a new name and a new context to interpret that name, or it returns a
resolvable name).
Formally, let C = {c;li>O} denote the set of contexts available in a distributed system, such
.. -that each context in C is a partial function that performs the mapping
Cj:

N

~

'P'

where qr represents the set of all qualified names, and each q, E -qr is a pair <Cj, v> for Cj E C and
v EN. (We allow the context component to be undefined, denoted 1.) Furthermore, let fR denote
the universal resolution function that performs the mapping
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and let S = {sdi>O} denote the fi:ute set of possible states that may be assumed by an operationprocess, such that the closure mechanism is defined by the function
fe: S ----? C
Finally, define the name resolution mechanism q; as follows

ifvEn
otherwise

wbere

(J"

ES represents the current state of the operation-process that invoked <P.

Although we think of 4> as representing the name resolution mechanism for a given
distributed system, !R is a general function chat resolves names in any distributed system; it is the
set of contexts and the closure function that uniquely define names in a particular system. We say
that C and Ie define the 1UlJ7Jing system for a distributed system.

The rest of this section describes the three components of a distributed system's name
resolution mechanism in detail: Section 4.1 defines contexts. Section 42 discusses tbe closure
function, and Section 43 describes the resolution function.

4.1 Contexts

A context defines an interpretation of a set of names, where by "interpretation" we mean a
mapping of arbitrary names into qualified names. We think of the mapping performed by a cODtext
in two stages: a translating function selects a simple name component from a given name, and a
table of bindings define a mapping of simple names to qualified names.
First, let It denote a translating function associated with context

Ci.

It performs the mapping

for v, VI EN and vJ EA +. That is, the function takes a name in N as an argument, and returns a
pair of names: the first is a simple name and the second is an arbitrary name.
Recall that a name is a syntactic entity described by a language N that we represent with the
regular expression R over the alphabet I. The strings defined by R contain a sequence of simple
names separated by delimiters. We intuitively think of the translating function as building a
parse tree out of.the.simple name and delimiter tokens that comprise a given name [HOPC79]. It
then extracts a simple name from the tree, and returns a pair consisting of the selected simple
name and the name correS]X>nding to the :rest of the tree. For example, the translating function
might return the pair <host 1, host2!user> when applied to the name hostl!host2!user. (It is also
possible that It returns a simple name that is not a component of the name it was given as input,
in which case the second name in the :returned pair is the original name.) Thus, while the language
N defines the sequence of simple name and delimiter tokens that comprise names throughout the
entire naming system, the tokens are parsed on a context by context basis, according to the
precedence assigned to delimiters by each context's translating function (i.e. the delimiters behave
like operators).
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Second, let 13 =

tV E 't". A

<1's>

$> denote a single binding of simple name

finite set of bindings are associated with context

Cj,

lis

E A + to qualified name

where for convenience we denote the

set of bindings as Cj. and let the term "context" refer to a table of bindings. Figure 3 schematically
depicts the table of bindings associated with a context.

"

Figure 3
Context Viewed as a Table

To map an arbitrary name into a qualified name, Cj looks up tbe simple name returned by its
translating function in the table of bindings, and returns the corresponding qualified name. Not all
the bindings in the table. however. contain fully specified qualified names; therefore, the context
may augment the qualified name before retwning it. Specifically, there exist two types of bindings:
complete bindings in which the qualified name contains both a name and a context, and parlial
bindings in which the qualified name contains only a context, and the name component is assumed
to be the original name minus the simple name just interpretted.
Formally, we define tbe mapping performed by each

c, with the following definition.

Definition: For context Cj EC applied to the arbitrary name v, suppose !f(l') returns the pair
<vs> v'>, and 13 = <vs, $> is a binding in Cj.
(i)

If ljI = <Cj. -y> for

Cj

EC and -y EN, then 13 is a complete binding and

Cj

returns

<Cj'

"'I>.

(ii) If ljI = <Cj. >..> for Cj E C, then 13 is a partial binding and Ci returns <Cj, 1" >. 0
If the simple name is not lxmnd in tbe context, then tbe mapping is undefined. Also, we assume
that contexts contain only valid bindings as described in the definition. In addition, a final binding
is a special case of a complete binding, in which the context component of the qualified name is
undefined; final bindings signify that the name component of the qualified name is a resolvable
name (Le. >I> ~ < L '" ».

We conceptually view the relationship among the contexts that comprise a naming system
with a directed graph, denoted K, called a naming network. The set of vertices in K correspond to
the union of the set of contexts C -and the set of resolvable names n. The set of edges in K
correspond to the bindings contained in the contexts of C, such that (Cj. Cj) is an edge labelled
"vs -? -y" if and only if context Cj contains the complete binding <vs' <Cj, -Y», (Cj, Cj) is an
edge labelled "1'/' if and only if context Cj contains the partial binding <vs> <Cj, >"», and (Cj, w)
is an edge labelled "vs" if and only if context Cj contains the final binding <vs ' <1. w» for
resolvable name wEn.
For example, consider the naming system for a distributed system similar to the DARPA
Internet that supportS names for mailboxes. Let 0 = {OJ,W' , Ojn} denote the set of mailbox objects,
and let n = {Wjzd' wJ"n} represent the set of resolvable names for mailboxes. Figure 4 depicts the
naming network that supports names of the form jxd@nJabs, while Figure 5 illustrates the naming
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network that supports three forms of names for mailboxes: high-level names of the form
Doe .Research .NLabs, unique identifiers of the form UID-Doe. and names of the form jxd@nlabs.
We distinguish between vertices that correspond to contexts and vertices that correspond to
resolvable names by representing context vertices with ellipses and object vertices with boxes.

niobs

stateu

doe~jxd

smith"";;" jxs

CnlDbs

head --;;..jxd

jxd

jxs

Figure 4
Naming Network for Names of the Form user@host

4.2 Qosure Function

The closure function Ie maps the state of an operation·process into a context in C. Let U
denote the set of all users in the distributed system. Each state Sj E S is defined by the pair
< ek' ~ >. where e}; EE is the current environment of the operation-process, and u:.: E U is the
user on who's behalf the" operation-process is executing (i.e. the user that invoked the client). We
discuss the mapping performed by Ie in detail in Section 63; for now, we think of the function as
being implemented by a table of state/context pairs, where each user defines his or her own entry
in the table.

4.3 Resolution Function

The universal resolution function IR resolves a qualified name into a resolvable name by
successively applying a context to a name. Formally stated,
if /,(ei(v» E C
if/kiev»~ ~

1

otherwise
where Ii represents a selector function that returns the i th component of a given tuple (for integer

i).
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NLabs

Research

Doe

Development

tareU

Physics

CompSci

~ Doe-UID

Smith -..;»-Smith-UID

Doe-DID -7doe@n1abs
Smith-UID 7smith@stateu

niabs

doe

stateu

~jxd

smith -7 jn

head -7>jxd

jxd

jxs

Figure 5
Naming Network for Naming System with Multiple Forms of Names
From an operational perspective, !R translates one qualified name into another. based on the
interpretation of the name in the specified context, until it produces a resolvable name. where a
qualified name with an undefined context component signifies a resolvable name. In other words,
we think of the function as traversing the naming network, based upon matches between the simple
name components of the name being resolved. and the edge labels, uotil a vertex labelled by a
resolvable name is reached.

To fully understand the process of name resolution, it is helpful to trace the operation of 4J
with a state transition diagram. Let the qualified name tV = <Cj, v> represent a state in the
operation of CP, and let each individual step in the operation of <P correspond to the transition of
state tV to state w~ as defined by a single application of fR. denoted
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Also, let ljJf = < 1. w> for ro E

n

denote a final state in the execution of <P, and let

*0 = <!c(cr), v> represent the starting state of CP.

Thus, if 'liD = <crool • Doe .Research .NLabs >, then Figure 6 depicts the resolution of the
arbitrary name Doe .Research _NLabs into resolvable name lJ)j:ul in the naming system defined in
Figure 5.

< crOfT.' Doe .Research .NLabs >
<

CNI.dJs.

~

Doe .Research

>

~

< CRut:lITch, Doe >
<

<

CuM,

ChD$u,

<

~

Doe-UID >

~

doe@nlabs

>

~

cnltIb.<. doe>

< cnlabs' jxd >
<L

~

(J}Pd

>

Figure 6
State Transition View of Name Resolution

s.

MOVING THROUGH THE D1S1'RIBUTED SYSTEM

This section completes our model of a distributed system's name resolution mechanism by
defining ep in a system that contains more than one environment. where in addition to mapping
arbitrary names that identify objects into resolvable names for objects, ep has a side-effect of
moving an operation-process from a initial environment to an environment that defines the object.
That is, for an operation-process that references object 0 E 0 in environment ecliuu with the name
v, <P maps v into 0>, and moves the operation-process from eclwu to emanDgu , where 0 E elTllJlliZ8u and
w is a resolvable name in efTJ11"J1gu.
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A distributed system similar to the DARPA Internet illustrates OUI model. (Recall that the
directed graph D = (E, L) models a distributed system.) Let each environment in E represent a
host in the system, and let each link in L correspond to a network connection between hosts,
where IllMr-nJobs denotes a link leading to environment e1lJGbs (corresponding to bost nIabs).
Furthermore, assume that a network link connects all hosts in the system (i.e. D forms a
completely connected graph), corresponding to the situation in the DARPA Internet where hosts are
logically connected by the TCP/IP protocols [1S181a, ISI81b]). Finally, because files implement
mailbox objects, let .n = IJusr /mail lixd, lusr /mnil JiId} represent the set of resolvable names for
mailbox objects. Figure 7 schematically depicts the example distributed system D.
[Add,-stat~u

-",

y

{ enJabJ

enalf:JI

"/Addr-nIabs

DARPA

Figure 7
Internet Represented by Environments and Links

Intuitively, we not only view the interpretation of a name defined by a context as a mapping
of arbitrary names to qualified names, but we also think of the interpretation as speciiying how
operation-processes are to move through the environments in the distributed system. Formally, let
13 = <vs. $, Ij > for Ij E L, represent an extended binding in the contexts of C, where simple
name V s is said to be bound to the qualified name $ and the link Ij • (Let the triple 13 = <Vs>'-, 1>
denote a binding that does not specify any movement through the system.) Figure 8 illustrates the
addition of links to the naming system originally depicted in Figure 4. by augmenting the edge
labels of the graph with links.

Slaleu

(lAMr-nau,J

doe -?jxd
head 7jxd

smith -7 jxs

jxd

jxs

1=lmail fjxd

lUST /mal /jxs

Figure 8
Naming Network with Links
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Furthermore, let <PM represent a system mechanism that moves an operation-process from
oDe environment to another over a specified link. That is, if e E E denotes the current environment
of an operation-process, and the operation-process applies cI!M [0 link fJ • then the operation-process
is moved from e to e' (i.e. the state of the operation-process changes from a = <e, uz > to
cr' = <e', u:.:», where () is a link that leads from e to e'.

<P employs wM to move an operation-process from its current environment to a new
environment based upon the links encountered in dle bindings of contexts.t Because we think of
the movement of an operation-process as a side-effect of the Dame resolution mechanism <1', we do
not alter tbe definition of the mapping performed by each context. Instead, we operationaUy define
the affect of <P on tbe environment in which an operation-process executes in Algorithm 1. where
lookup and type are primitive operations that return a pair containing the qualified name and link:
bound to a simple name, and the type of the binding associated with a simple name, respectively.
c,(v)

~

begin

<vs> VI> = .fl.(v)

<$.1>
if (I

= lookup(vs )

"ll

<I>M(I)
if (/)pe(v s ) = complete)
n:'um(>j<)
if (!)pe(v s ) = partial)
relum«j,(>j<), v'»
else

relumQ)
end

Algorithm 1
Operational Description of Context

CI

Note that it is not our objective to fully specify the operation of cPu. which is an abstraction
of the transport mechanism of a distributed system's underlying network. Instead, we emphasize
that the name resolution mechanism and the transport mechanism are intertwined, and that in fact.
the name resolution mechanism drives the transport mechanism based on the name it is resolving.

6. CONCEPTUAL VIEW OF NAME RESOLUTION

The previous two sections define a formal model for name resolution. This section discusses
name resolution from an intuitive perspective, and formally defines familiar (but informally
described), concepts and terminology. Specifically, Sections 6.1 and 62 consider the behavior of
groups of contexts, while Section 63 investigates the closure function. Finally, Section 6.4 discusses
the bindings of simple names to qualified names.

t Bccause an operation-process encompasses ell, ilS currenL environment is affected when ell employs

<I>M·
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6.1 Name Spaces
As mentioned in Section 4, we think of the different forms of names that exist to identify

objects as corresponding to multiple levels of a hierarchy, where each level defines a set of rules
tbat specify how to resolve a set of names into a form defined by another level; a view of name
resolution similar to the one schematically depicted in Figure 1.
Although the model presented in Section 4 describes the resolution of names on a context by

context basis, we understand that there exists a fundamental relationship between groups of
contexts tbat treat names in a uniform manner; we say that such a collection of contexts fonn a
nome space. Formally stated,

Definition: A nnme space is a partition of C, denoted e". such tbat
(i) The translating functions for each context in en are functionally equivalent, and
(ii) The contexts in en are connected by partial bindings. 0
We graphically depict name space Cn with a subgraph of K, denoted K n , that includes
vertices corresponding to the contexts in Cn , and edges that correspond to the partial bindings
between contexts in Cn •t (Subgraph K n is called the naming network for name space Cn .) For
example, Figure 9 illustrates the naming network depicted in Figure 5 partitioned into three
separate name spaces; the uppermost name space, denoted CH , defines high-level names, the
middle name space, denoted C u , defines unique-identifiers, and the bottom name space, denoted
CD, defines names that correspond to mailbox names in the DARPA Internet.
Partitioning the naming system into name spaces allows us to say that there exists a single
abstract translating function associated with an entire name space, where the translating function
may always select the lefl-most simple name (as in name space CH), or the righl-most simple
name (as with GRAPEVINE and DARPA Internet domain names). Also, instead of a single language N
that defines the form of names throughout the entire naming system, we say that there exists a
language that defines the form of names for each name space. Thus, the set of delimiters may be
different from one name space to another, and the language for each Dame space may enforce
additional restrictions on the placement of delimiters in a compound name.
Furthermore, the names defined by a given name space can be characterized by the structure
of the naming network that abstractly represents the name space. Consider for example, three
forms of names used throughout this paper: unique-identifiers such as those defined by name space
C U , DARPA domain names of the form. jxd .n1ahs .anycity .all)'state .usa , and UUCP names like
hostl!host2!host3user. Unique-identifiers are simple names, while the latter two forms are
compound names. In addition, there is a hierarchical relationship between the component simple
names in the domain names (i.e. anycity is located in anystate and an)'state is located in the usa),
while the components of the uucp name are understood to be non-hierarchical. (In fact, they are
adjacent to each other when viewed as hosts in the underlying distributed system.) Formally, we
make the following three definitions.
Definition: Name space C" for which naming network K n contains a single vertex is said to be a
flol name space. Names defined in a flat name space are called unique-ideruijiers. 0
Definitlon: Name space C n for which naming network K n forms a directed acyclic graph with
tOur definition docs not preclude the ~bility thal complelC bindings may exist within a given name
space. Such inLra-name space bindings are a special case of complete bindings called indirecl or
recursive bindings, that form a cycle in the corresponding subgraph of the naming network.
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Figure 9
Naming Network Partitioned into Name Spaces
more than one node is said to be a hierarchical name space. Names defined in a hierarchical name
space are called hierarchical names. 0
Definition: Names defined in name space en for which there e:dsts a subgraph of K". denoted in.
such that ill and D are isomorphic, (where D = (E.L) is the directed graph representing the
distributed system), are called source-route names. 0

Thus, domain names are hierarchical because they are described by an acyclic naming
network, while names defined in name spaces C H and CD. as well as GRAPEVINE names of the form
F .R • are a special case of hierarchical names that are modelled by a graph that forms a tree. In
the vUCP name space, however, there is an intuitive relationship between the naming network that
defines a set of names, and the underlying distributed system; when the user must explicitly specify
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a path from the starting environment to the final environment in a name, then the corresponding
naming network must mirror the structUf.e of the system to correctly move the operation~process
from environment to environment. Figure 10 schematically depicts the name space for the uucplike distributed system illustrated in Figure 11.

host2 (lAddr-lJDnZ)

host2 (lMdr-l:osr2)

Figure 10
Naming Network for Names in a

UUCP-like

System

eho.stl

IlJJ1dr -lion 3

Figure 11
Underlying uucp-like Distributed System

Finally. consider the relationship between the names defined in a Dame space, and the
presence of links in the name space. Because names ultimately denote objects, name spaces that
include links not only distinguish between objects, but they also specify where the object is located
in the distributed system. Name spaces that do not contain links, however, do not aid in locating
an object; they exist for the convenience of the client that must identify the object. Thus,

Definition: Names defined in name space en such that for all
of the form <Vso *.1>, are called logical names. 0

Cj

E Cn , the constituent bindings are
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Definition: Name space en for which there exist a context Cj E en that contains bindings of the
form < vs ' $, [}> for lJ EL, is called a physical name space. Names defined in a routing name
space that have simple name components bound to links are known as addresses. 0
For example, DARPA Internet names of the form user@host direct the operation-process to the
correct host, and thus constitute addresses, while names defined by CH and C u are logical.
Resolving an address moves the operation-process closer to the destination environment, similar to
the idea of incremental resolution described by Sirbu and Sutherland. In contrast, resolving a
logical name corresponds to their notion of absolute resolution.

6.2 Levels

In addition to partitioning contexts into name spaces, we view a collection of one or more
name spaces as fenning a level, where a level is loosely defined to be a collection of contexts that
define names of a given form. Consider, for example, the global mail system in which there exists
names of the form user@host, hostl!host2!user, and host2!user@hostL The first two forms are
defined by name spaces that correspond to the DARPA Internet (depicted by K D in Figure 9), and
the uucp network (depicted in Figure 10), respectively. The last form, however, is defined by a
combination of the two name spaces. Formally,

Definition: A level is a collection of contexts connected by partial bindings that do not necessarily
have equivalent translating functions. 0
Because "mailbox addresses" described in Section 1 constitute a form of names, we say that
there exists a level in the naming system comJX>sed of contexts drawn from the set of name spaces
that define names for each network mailing system in the global system, as well as contexts that
roughly correspond to mail bridges (i.e. they contain bindings that connect them to contexts in
separate name spaces). Figure 12 schematically depicts the level that corresponds to the global mail
system, where each context is collapsed into a point, and a dotted ellipse represents the collection
of contexts that comprise a name space.

DARPA

uucp
K uucp

Figure 12
Level Composed of Multiple Name Spaces
Thus, we abstractly view the overall process of name resolution as being partitioned into two
orthogonal dimensions. In one dimension, names of one form (as defined by one level), are
translated into names of another form (as defined by another level), while in the second dimension,
names of a given form are interpretted within a single level. That is, we visualize the the
subgraphs corresponding to each level in the naming network as being in separate planes, where
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the edges between cODtexlS in different levels connect contexts in adjacent planes. Similarly, we
think of the state transition representation of the operation of ell as two dimensional: involving
transitions between states within a given level, and transitions between states in different levels.

6.3 Cosure Function

As defined in Section 4, the closure function selects an initial context based on the state of an
operation-process, where the state consists of the current environment and the user on who's behalf
the operation-process is executing. We now investigate the effect of the closure function fc upon
names defined by a naming system.
First, because the bindings in a naming system are well defined, and the behavior of ¢t is
deterministic, if Dames are always resolved starting at the same context, then a given name must
always resolve into the same resolvable name. If, however, resolution begins at different contexts,
then different names may resolve into the same resolvable name (or a given name may resolve into
different resolvable names), depending on the starting context. Formally, we make the following
two definitions, in which we view the naming system as begin partitioned into name spaces, and we
focus on name spaces that .p enters via the closure function rather than by a complete binding
from contexts in other name spaces.
Definition: Names defined in name space Cn , such that fds,) = fc(sj) for all
absolute names. 0
Definition: Names defined in name space C n , for which there exists states
fcC<sj)' are called relative names. 0

fe(Sj)

'*

Si, Sj

Sj. Sj

ES, are called

ES such that

Because the two definitions are mutually exclusive, we think of a given name space as either
supporting absolute names or relative names, but not both.
Next, we consider the mapping between states and contexts in more detail.
Definition: If there exists an environment eJ: EE and a user llz E U such thatfd<ek> u z » = Cj,
andfc«eJ::, uz »
fd<e/, fly» for all U z
Uy and all e, E E, then Cj is called aprivo/e context.
Names defined by a private context are called aliases. 0

'*

'*

Definition.: A context Cj EC, such that Cj is not a private context is called a public context. Names
defined by a public context are called public names. 0
In other words, aliases are names used by a specific user to identify objects, while public
names are available to many users. Figure 13 illustrates a p:>rtion of the example naming system
that includes a private context, denoted cpri"at<:, for some user in the Research division of National
Labs. Note that in practice. the private contexts that define aliases are roots nodes in the naming
network that are connected to the rest of the naming network by complete or final bindings.
Therefore, aliases are generally simple names.

Finally. we consider an extension to the closure function that allows it to return a set of
contexts at which name resolution may begin. In the following definition, let C denote the subset
of C returned by Ie.
Definition: A naming system for which fda) = C, such that
said to support mulh"ple-relative names. Furthermore,

t

contains more than one context, is
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Figure 13
Naming Network with a Private Context

in the same name space (Le. C k en for some name space en).
and the name space is hierarchical, then names resolved relative to the root of the naming
network are called full names,t while all other names are considered abbreviated names.

(i)

If all the contexts in

(ii)

If the contexts in
mulnple-views. 0

C aIe

C

are in two or more levels, the naming system is said

[0

support

For example, in the set of name spaces illustrated in Figure 9, ~ must begin the resolution of
and postmaster in context CnJabs' but <P must start at c~lJ to resolve jxd@nlabs and
poslmaster@n1abs. Similarly, if fc returns the set of contexts {croon chosrJ, then Jobn Doe's
mailbox can be identified with names from different levels (e.g. Doe .Research .NLabs and
j::cd@nlabs). Finally, if Ie returns the set of contexts {cFi~ate. CR~uut:h, CNl.ob,. croor } for the naming
network illustrated in Figure 13, then John Doe's mailbox can be identified as john. Doe.
Doe .Rt;.rearch. or Doe .Research .NLabs, where the first name is an alias, the next two are
abbreviated names, and tbe last name is a full name.
jxd

:n practice, eitber tbe contexts in the set C returned by Ie are tried ,in order ,until one is
found tbat leads to successful resolution of the name (similar to a search path in UNIX [RITC74D,
or a selector function is associated with the naming system to pick one of the contexts. based
perbaps on tbe syntax of tbe name being resolved. For example, if Ie returns tbe set {ChOJTJ> en/abs}
wben applied to state <enJabJ> u z >, tben tbe selector function would pick Chon, if the name being
resolved is a compound name (e.g. jxd@n1abs), and it would select CnJaln if the name being
resolved is a simple name (e.g. j;ed).
t Full names are oneD called absolute names, but we use the lerm full La distinguish beLween a special
case of multiple-relative names and absoluLe names.
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6.4 Bindings in a Given Context
Finally, we discuss the relationship between the simple name components, and tbe qualified
name components of tbe bindings contained in the contexts of a naming system. (For simplicity,
assume the definition of binding pairs from Section 4.1, and ignore links.) First, we make the
following definition regarding the possibility of several simple names being bound to the same
qualified name.
Definition: A set of simple names, denoted NS}'1I = {vs1Ik>O}, such that for some context Cj EC,
there exists a binding < . . .S l. $> for each lISl E N sy,,, is called a set of s)'norryms (or nicknames). 0
In contrast, if we extend the form of bindings contained in a context to allow a simple Dame
to be bound to a set of qualified names, where either anyone of the qualified names, or all of the
qualified names may be selected (denoted by separating the qualified names in the set with '1" and
"&" respectively), then the following types of names result.

Definition: A name v defined in name space Cn, such that for some simple name component VI;>
there exists a context Ci E Cn that contains the binding <vk' {q,1
q,n}>. is called a generic
name. 0

I ... I

Definition: A name V defined in name space Cn , such that for some simple Dame component vI;>
there exists a context Cj E Cn that contains the binding <vb {q,l & ... & q,n}>, is called a group
name (or distribution list). 0

I ... I

Informally, if a simple name is bound to the set HI
q,n}, and tbe context returns a
single qualified name q,i from the set, wbere a qualified name is selected based some factor outside
the realm of name resolution (i.e. the availability or ease of access of the object it denotes), then
the naming mechanism is said to support generic names. SimilarlyJ if a simple name is bound to the
set N.ll & ..• & q,n}, and the name resolution mechanism conceptually splits into n separate
occurrences, eacb of which proceeds with one of tbe qualified names tVi from the set, then the
name resolution mechanism is said to support group names. For example. name space Cn supports
the group all by having the binding
<all, {<CUlD, Doe-UID> & <CUID, Smith-UID >}>

in context

CTOOI..

(Additional combinations of bindings support the same group.)

7. NAME SERVERS
This section describes name servers that implement our abstract model of name resolution.
Conceptually, a .name server corresponds roughly to a context; it consists of a data structure that
contains a set of bindings, and a program that returns the binding associated with a given name. In
the framework for distributed systems used throughout this paper, there exists a name server object
type, denoted 0NS = {oks >O}, upon which a lookup operation may be performed. (For simplicity,
we refer to a name server object and its manager collectively as a "name server", and we let the
term "name server Object" denote the set of bindings implemented by a given name server.)
Furthermore, a name server service provides a resolve command that is implemented by the set of
name servers, in the same way as the computer mail service is implemented by a set of mailboxes
and files. t Thus, we think of name servers as implementing contexts, and the name server service

Ij

t The objecl maDager aDd the service interface also support operalionslcommands thai establish and
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as implementing the resolution function!R.
The rest of this section discusses distinctions between the abstract components of the name
resolution mechanism, and the name servers that implement those components. Specifically, Section
7.1 explains how the bindings in a naming system are distributed over a set of name server objects,
and Section 7.2 describes how objects that define names are themselves named in a distributed
system. Finally, Section 73 contains an intuitive discussion of name servers.

7.1 Distribution of Bindings Over Name Server Objects
Each name server object employed by the name server service implements some subset of the
bindings defined by the contexts of a naming system, where we consider the set of bindings in the
system to be distributed over the name server objects on context boundaries.t This section defines
the relationship between contexts and name server objects, where a limited naming system,
consisting only of the name space Cn • illustrates our discussion.
Formally, the set of contexts C is partitioned into a set of binding-groups, denmed
G = {gjli>O} (i.e. each gj C C). such that name server object oks implements the bindings defined
in the contexts of group gj. In other words. the partition of contexts defines the distribution of
bindings over name server objects. (We ignore the related question of how name server objects are
distributed throughout the system.) We now describe three different partitionings of C.
First, eacb binding·group gj may contain exactly one context Ci' such that the bindings
contained in each context Ci are implemented by a single name server object oks, and each name
server object oks implements only those bindings contained in context Ci. Figure 14 schematically
depicts the implementation of a naming system in which each name server corresponds to a single
context. (A box represents a binding·group that defines the set of bindings implemented in a single
name server object.)

NLabs

taJeU
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Figure 14
One Context per Binding-group PartitiOning of Cn

change bindings.

t We do not coDSider the case in which bindings are distributed over name servers across conleXl
boundaries; one name server object implemcn!s a subset of the bindings from more than one context.
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Second, a single binding-group may contain more than one context, such that a single name

server object implements the bindings defined by several contexts. Figure 15 illustrates the naming
system in which a single name server object exists for all of tbe contexts corresponding to National
Labs and State University, respectively.
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Figure 15
Multiple Contexts per Binding-group Partitioning of Cn
Finally, as illustrated in Figure 16. there may be a single name server associated with an
entire name space (or naming system).
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Figure 16
A Single Binding-group Encompassing All of CH
Whether or not each name server maintains the structure of the component contexts is a

question of internal representation. and does not affect our abstract view of a naming system. For
example, rather than take advantage of the hierarchical relationship between the contexts
implemented by the name server depicted in Figure 16, the name server could compress.the names
into a flat data structure, such that instead of matching one simple name component at a time, it
does a string comparison of entire compound names. Also, multiple copies of a name server object
may exist in the system, in which case the name server is said to be replicated.
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7.2 Naming Name Server Objects

We now tum our attention to the problem of naming name server objects. Recall that the
name server service is implemented by a set of Dame serve~, each of which implements some
subset of the bindings that comprise the naming system. The service moves from name server to
name server in the same way as we visualize the function fR iterating over a sequence of contexts.
Thus, to resolve a given name, the service performs the lookup operation on a set of name server
objects, requiring that the service be able to identify each object with a name. For the purpose of
the following discussion, we assume that each context in a name space is implemented by a single
name server, similar to the example illustrated in Figure 14.

To gain an intuitive understanding of the implications of naming name server objects,
consider an analogy from the UNIX. file system [RITC74]. The names of files in the system are
defined by directories, where a directory is an abstraction similar to a context. Directories,
however, are implemented as files. Tbus, file objects are named by entities tbat are tbemselves
implemented as files, corresponding to the situation in whicb the names of objects in a distributed
system are implemented by otber objects in tbe system.
Our matbematical mOdel avoids the problem by identifying the abstract version of a name
server object (i.e. a context), with a meta-symbo! (e.g. Cj). Thus, the binding of simple name V s to
context c/ is represented by a binding of the form <vs> <J::i • A.», and implicitly depicted in tbe
naming network witb a directed edge.
When implementing contexts in name servers, however. the name of the next name server
object must be explicitly supplied. In the UNIX file system, this is accomplished by identifying a file
tbat implements a directory with a lower-level name for that file (called an i-number). Similarly,
tbe bindings contained in name server object oks identify other name server objects with names
that are resolvable by still other name servers. For example, if we let UID-NS -NlAbs be the
unique identifier for the name server object that implements context cNl~bs, then the Dame server
that
implements
context
CrOOf
would
contain
a
binding
of
the
form.
<NLabs, <UID-NS-NlAbs. A.», implying that the service should next access the name server
object named UID-NS-NlAbs.
In addition to naming the next name server that should be queried, the name server service
must also have knowledge of an initial name server that it can access, loosely corresponding to the
staning context defined by the closure functionfc. That is, the name server service must know a
priori the names of some set of name servers at which it can begin resolving a name. In our
example naming system, the service might know about name server object oJ/fl, or it might know
the names of a set of name server objects that it should try in order (e.g. {oJJ¥ffl1'C'h, oJ:§Dbs. oJ/f'}).

7.3 Discussi.on

We conclude this section by making two observations regarding the role of name servers in
name resolution. First, because 4> defines a name resolution mechanism for objects that are
distributed throughout tbe distributed system, and name server objects may themselves be
distributed throughout the system, there exists a relationship between the name servers that define
the name of objects, and the objects themselves. For example, the name server service for
GRAPEVINE [BIRR82], wbether physically distributed over multiple environments or not, is
understood to be logically centralized because it defines logical names. In contrast, if the
distribution of the name server matches tbe distribution of objects as defined by a physical name
space (e.g. name space Co that defines names of the form user@host), then the objects and the
name servers are located close together (i.e. in the same environment). Chertion [CHER84]
considers name servers that are located close to the objects for which they define names to be
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logically distributed.
Second, because the object being named by the client, as well as the name server objects
needed to resolve the name for that object, are potentially located in remote environments of the
distributed system, ep may need to employ the transport mechanism <PM to reach both tbe object

and name server objects. That is, while a client initiates an operation-process that employs <P to
direct it from environment to environment, q, in tum becomes a client of the Dame server objects
in the system by invoking the lookup operation, thereby initiating its own operation-process. Thus,
we conceptually think of the original operation-process as moving from a starting environment to a
final environment, while ep takes "side-trips" to possibly remote name server objects to determine
the next move for the original operation-process.

8. SUMMARY

This paper presents a formal model for name resolution in distributed systems that views
names to be purely syntactic entities. and name resolution to be a syDtax-driven operation.
Spp....cifically. a distributed system's name resolution mechanism is described by a set of contexts that
define interpretations of names (including moves through the environments in the system). and a
universal function that resolves names according to an interpretation defined by a context.
We then use the model to define familiar terminology, including hierarchical names, uniqueidentifiers, source-route names, logical names, addresses. absolute names. relative names, and
aliases. Furthermore, it explains how groups of contexts that behave in a uniform manner
correspond to levels, where each level defines names of a certain form. Thus, our model both
explains the partitioning of names into levels (as do Sboch's and Watson"s models), as well as the
nature of names corresponding to any given level. It also illustrates the relationship between the
naming system and the underlying distributed system (as do the Oppen and Dalal, and Sirbu and
Sutherland models). Finally, we describe the role of name servers in name resolution by defining
the relationship between name servers and contexts.
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